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Abstract
Modern search engines are typically queried with keywords,
which foremostly convey the topic of the sought web page.
Consequently the resulting top hits are often topically
relevant, but nonetheless not what the user wants. The
premise of this paper is that the relevance of the hits can be
improved when also searching by genre, classification
criterion orthogonal to topic. To this end a genre classifier
was built using machine learning methods. It was used in web
page retrieval to filter out the hits not belonging to the desired
genre. This approach considerably improved the relevance of
the top ten hits, which indicates that genre classifier can be a
useful addition to search engines.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modern search engines rely on queries composed of
keywords and ranking algorithms to retrieve web pages and
to rank them by relevance [21]. The problem with keyword
search is that it often cannot precisely capture the user’s
intent. For example, searching for the keyword “elephant”
will result in a list of web pages describing the life of
elephants in various levels of detail, safari picture galleries,
newspaper articles about saving the elephants in Africa etc.
If the user is interested only in scientific papers on the life
of elephants, specifying the genre as “scientific” would
give more precise results.
A web page is used to send a message to the user. The
message has a topic, for example the life of elephants, but
it also tries to communicate that topic in a specific way. To
a zoologist it will give a high number of objective facts
about elephants. When wishing to entertain, it will present
pictures and video material. In the light of the previous
explanation, genre can be described as intentional styling
of a web page with the objective to communicate the topic
in a specific manner. For the purpose of automatic genre
classification, a genre can simply be defined as the style of
a web page [9].
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Recent experiments with genre classification on a
corpus obtained by web crawling [18] show that the
problem of incorporating genres into search engines is far
from resolved. Our experience with including a genre
classifier into Alvis semantic search engine [1] confirmed
the difficulty of the task. This paper presents the work
carried out for Alvis with several modifications.
In Section 2, we describe present related work. The
corpus we experimented with is presented in Section 3.
Section 4 lists the features used to describe web pages. In
Section 5 the experiments with several machine learning
(ML) algorithms are described. Section 6 presents the web
page retrieval experiment. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
A lot of work has been done on leaning a genre classifier.
Most researchers used single-labeled approach, meaning
that each document belongs to only one genre. This
approach is suitable in cases where the genres are clearly
delineated; however [18] used multi-labeled approach,
advocating that each web page can belong to zero, one or
multiple genres.
Two criteria for choosing genre categories were
explored. The first criterion is to choose only those genres
that can be directly instantiated by formulating text in the
proposed genre. For example, 7-Web-Genre Collection
described in [18] uses this criterion, including genres like
Personal home page or FAQ. The second criterion is to
choose genres that could cover all the web pages on the
Internet. Such broad categories that subsume several genres
are presented in [15]. For example genre Journalistic
materials includes press reportage, editorial and review,
while genre Informative materials includes recipes, lecture
notes and encyclopedic information. The advantage of the
second approach is that it can cover more easily the
diversity of the Internet. However, the disadvantage lies in
the difficulty to represent common characteristics of web
pages that compose such broad categories. Hence, genre
classifiers learned on corpuses with broader categories
showed somewhat lower performance.
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Table 1. Overview of features and classification algorithms used in genre classification
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Various genre describing features were explored, most
commonly grouped into surface, structural, presentation
and other features.
Surface features pertain to the text. They are easily
extractable and do not require sophisticated parsing. This
group includes function words [13], genre-specific words,
punctuation marks, classes of words (such as dates, times,
postal addresses and telephone numbers) and word,
sentence and document length.
Structural features require some form of natural
language processing. They include features like parts of
speech (POS) [19], phrases (e.g. noun phrase or verb
phrase) and sentence types (the frequencies of declarative,
imperative and question sentences).
Presentation features mainly describe the appearance
of a document, although token type also pertains to the
content. As such, most of them cannot be extracted from
plain text document. They are most commonly used with
web pages [15]. This group includes token type (like the
percentage of a document taken by numbers or
whitespaces), graphical elements and other HTML tags
(e.g. the frequencies of images or tables) and links.

Other features can be the characteristics of URL in a
web page corpus [15] etc.
The ML algorithms most commonly used for genre
classification are: various types of decision trees, Naïve
Bayes, SVM, discriminant analysis, regression, neural
networks and nearest-neighbor methods [5].
Overview of features and classification algorithms is
presented in Table 1.
Web page retrieval experiment that examines the
impact of genres on the relevance of retrieved web pages is
presented in [26]. Only two genres (instead of genres they
use types to avoid instantiation problem) are considered,
Course Page and Instruction Document.

3. CORPUS
The 20-Genre Collection corpus [23] consists of 1,539 web
pages classified into 20 genres. Considering that the corpus
was gathered from the Internet, where genres are far from
clearly delineated, we decided for the multilabeled
approach, i.e., each web page can belong to multiple
genres.
Genre categories were chosen with the intention to
cover whole Internet. Accordingly, we defined category
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The genre of a web page can be described through the
communicational intention that shapes the page. Blog
presents updates on what is going on with an entity.
Children's presents content in a simple and colorful way
specifically suited for children. Commercial/promotional
web pages are intended to invoke the visitor’s interest in
goods or services, typically for commercial gain.
Community type web page involves the visitor in the
creation of the page and enables interaction with other
visitors. Content delivery delivers content that is not a part
of the page. Entertainment web pages entertain the visitor.
Error message tells the visitor to go away. FAQ are
intended to help a user to solve common problems by
answering frequently asked questions. Gateway transfers
the visitor to another page. Index transfers the visitor to a
selection of multiple other pages. Informative conveys
objective information of permanent interest suitable for
general population. Journalistic conveys mostly objective
information on current events. Official conveys information
with legal or otherwise official consequences. Personal
conveys subjective, personal information in an informal
way. Poetry presents poems and lyrics with intention to
evoke emotions. Pornographic web pages have intention to
sexually arouse the visitor. Prose fiction presents story
about real or fictional event in artistic form with intention
to evoke imagination and emotions. Scientific conveys
objective information suitable for experts. Shopping web
pages sell goods or services online. User input solicits the
visitor's input.
The web pages were collected from the Internet using
three methods. Firstly, we used highly-ranked Google hits
for popular keywords like “Britney Spears”. The keywords
were chosen according to the Google Zeitgeist statistics
[27]. Our purpose was to build a classifier that will not
have a problem with recognizing the most popular web
pages. Secondly, we gathered random web pages. Finally,
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Table 2. Composition of corpus

we specifically searched for web pages belonging to the
genres underrepresented to that point to obtain a balanced
corpus that represents all genres equally well (imbalance
usually cause the difficulties in learning inadequately
represented genres). Only web pages in English were
collected. The corpus was manually labeled with genres by
two independent annotators. Their labels disagreed on
about a third of the web pages in the corpus, so those were
reassessed by a third and sometimes even a fourth
annotator.

OTHER

like error message (useful to filter out such web pages),
although it is unlikely that a user would search explicitly
for such web pages.
The composition of the corpus is presented in Table 2.

Function words: number of occurrences of 50 most
common function words in the corpus / total number of
function words.
Genre-specific words, phrases and punctuation
marks: number of occurrences of 321 selected content
words / total number of content words, number of
occurrences of 34 selected punctuation symbols / total
number of punctuation symbols.
Classes of words or phrases: number of named entities
of the classes date, location and person / total number of
words.
Word length, sentence length, document length:
average number of characters per word, average number
of words per sentence, number of characters in hyperlink
text / total number of characters.
POS tags: number of occurrences of 36 available POS
tags / total number of words, number of occurrences of
1,869 selected POS trigrams / total number of POS
trigrams.
Sentence types: number of declarative sentences,
interrogative sentences, exclamatory sentences and other
sentences (in most cases list items) / total number of
sentences.
Token type: number of alphabetical tokens (sequences
of letters), numerical tokens (sequence of digits),
separating tokens (sequences of separator characters,
such as spaces and returns) and symbolic tokens
(sequences of characters excluding alphanumeric and
separator characters) / total number of tokens.
Graphical elements and other html tags: number of
tags belonging to classes text formatting, document
structure, inclusion of external objects, interaction and
navigation / total number of tags; number of single tags /
total number of tags.
Links: number of hyperlinks to the same domain, to a
different domain and containing “mailto” / total number
of hyperlinks.
URL features: depth of URL, document type (static
HTML, script, other), top-level domain (com, org, edu,
national…), presence of “www”, tilde (/~), year, query
(?foo) and fragment (#foo), presence of 54 most
common words in URL.

Features were selected by analyzing 20-Genre Collection
corpus and consulting the genre literature. In total, 2,492

Table 4. The comparisons of ML algorithms
RANK BY
ML ALG.

ACCURACY

SMO
SMO – FS
NAÏVE BAYES
NAÏVE BAYES – FS
J48
J48 – FS
ADABOOST
ADABOOST – FS
RANDOM FOREST

8 (20, 51)
3 (47, 8)
9 (0, 154)
7 (17, 22)
6 (25, 28)
4 (32, 3)
1 (61, 0)
2 (59, 4)
5 (34, 25)
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1 (51, 1)
2 (44, 2)
5 (23, 15)

features were chosen belonging to all four groups shown in
Table 1. The features are listed in Table 3.
Content words were selected by combining the list of
most frequent content words from the corpus and manually
selected words that describe the genres of web pages. They
were stemmed by the Porter stemming algorithm [16].
POS tags were extracted with TreeTagger [20]. POS
trigrams were selected in two steps. In the first step only
trigrams that are present more than three times in a web
page were extracted. In the second step, 25% of the most
frequent and 25% of the least frequent trigrams in the
corpus were discarded.

5. ML EXPERIMENTS
In order to fairly compare several ML algorithms, we
decided to work with Weka [24], a ML suite containing a
large number of such algorithms. Since Weka does not
support multilabeled classification and neither do some of
the algorithms under consideration, the ML problem was
divided into 20 binary sub-problems, one for each genre.
The task was thus to train 20 sub-classifiers, each to decide
whether an input web page belongs to one of the 20 genres.
The data set was split into 67% for training the subclassifiers and the rest for testing. Because some genres
have a relatively low number of examples, it was important
to preserve the ratio of the examples of each genre in both
the training and the test set. However, stratified splitting of
the data set was problematic due to the examples having
multiple genre labels. Therefore, we assigned each example
a single label for splitting in a manner that prioritized the
less represented genres, since the quality of the classifier
and the reliability of its testing would suffer more if those
were split improperly. Weka filter Stratified Remove Folds
was finally used on the single-labeled data set.
Five of the algorithms available in Weka were
selected, three recommended in genre literature and two of
our own choice. The recommended algorithms are support
vector machines (SVM), Naïve Bayes and decision trees
[5]. In Weka, SVM is implemented as sequential minimal
optimization (SMO) and decision trees as J48. Boosting
and Random Forest are the algorithms of our choice. In
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Weka, boosting is implemented as AdaBoostM1; we
boosted decision trees.
Each algorithm except Random Forest was trained
both on all features and on selected features only. Feature
selection (FS) was carried out on all features using the
training set. The space of feature subsets was searched by
best-first search [17] and each subset was evaluated with
CfsSubsetEval evaluation function [24]. This function
favors the feature subsets composed of features highly
correlated with the class and poorly intercorrelated.
FS was conducted separately for each genre and the
number of selected features varied from 15 to 69.
Each algorithm was run 10 times and for each
experiment the data set was split into training and test set
separately. Normally we would have used ten-fold crossvalidation, but a sizable test set was needed for web page
retrieval experiments described in the next section, so we
used 67:33 split in all the experiments. Given 20 genres,
we conducted 200 experiments in each of them comparing
all 9 ML algorithms. The performance was measured in
terms of accuracy, precision, recall and F-Measure. The
algorithms were compared to each other using the corrected
resampled paired t-test [24] with significance level of 5%.
The results are presented in Table 4. The first number in
the brackets represents the number of wins of a given
algorithm, i.e., the number of experiments where it
significantly outperformed the rest. The second number in
the brackets represents the number of losses, i.e., the
number of experiments where the algorithm performed
significantly worse than the rest. The number outside the
brackets is the algorithm’s rank according to the total score
calculated by subtracting the number of losses from the
number of wins.
AdaBoost clearly dominates the ranks. Only in the
case of recall, SMO was ranked first, but even there
AdaBoost with FS was ranked second. Our final choice
was AdaBoost with FS, although the decision regarding FS
is debatable. The choice was based on two criteria. The
first criterion was the total score calculated by subtracting
total losses (the sum of losses over all four measures) from
total wins (the sum of wins over all four measures) for each

algorithm. The second criterion was that smaller feature
sets are less prone to overfitting [25].
The final genre classifier, which was also used in the
web page retrieval experiment, was trained on a single
training set consisting of 67 % of the data set. It was tested
on the remainder of the data set, which was also used in the
web page retrieval experiment. Table 5 presents
AdaBoost’s accuracy, precision, recall and F-Measure for
each genre. The last row gives the measures averaged over
the sub-classifiers for all the 20 genres.
Table 5. Performance of genre classifiers in percent
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The average accuracy in Table 5 is 94%, which is
impressive, but unfortunately it is not a good indicator of
the performance in this case. By splitting the multi-labeled
ML problem into 20 binary sub-problems, we got 20
unbalanced data sets with high numbers of negative and
low numbers of positive examples. Sub-classifiers that
would recognize only negative examples would still be
highly accurate. Precision indicates the number of web
pages truly belonging to a given genre out of all the web
pages the classifier recognized as such. The average
precision was 65%. Recall indicates the number of web
pages recognized by the classifier to belong to a given
genre out of all the belonging web pages. The average
recall is only 41%, but for a search engine, this is often not
problematic, because most queries return a much greater
number of hits than a user needs. In general, recall and
precision are inversely related: as you attempt to increase
one, the other tends to decline [14]. Recall is also
inadequate as a single indicator of performance because
recall of 100% can be achieved simply by retrieving all

examples [8]. To obtain a single information retrieval
indicator that will consider both precision and recall, we
used F-Measure. F-Measure is calculated as presented in
Eq. 1.
2 × recall × precision
(1)
recall + precision
The average F-measure is only 50% due to the poor recall,
but as mentioned before, in our particular case precision is
more important, as can be seen in the next section.

6. WEB PAGE RETRIEVAL
EXPERIMENTS
The web page retrieval experiments were conduced using
Google Desktop [7]. Google is one of the most popular
search engines, but since we experiment on corpus, we
resorted to its desktop version. Our test set of web pages
from the previous section was labeled with genres and
indexed by Google Desktop. 18 keywords (or sets of
keywords) were selected in such a way that they gave at
least a hint of what genre the user was looking for. By this
approach we wanted to examine if it is possible to obtain a
web page of desired topic and genre through keywords
alone. In the second phase of the experiment the
accompanying genres were used to limit the hits to the
desired genre.
The queries were entered into Google Desktop: once
with and once without specifying the genre. The quality of
Table 6. Results of querying using keywords

madonna lyrics
erotic story
hurricane
orlando bloom news
joke
tech blog
sex shop
horoscope
fanfiction
game faq
kids entertainment
poem
terms and conditions of use
file not found
online forum
health research
software download
porn
AVERAGE

NUM. OF RELEVANT/ P@10
NUM. OF RETRIEVED
1/3
34
3/4
75
6/10
60
2/8
25
4/10
40
2/6
34
2/8
25
2/8
25
2/3
67
2/8
25
2/10
20
4/10
40
4/10
40
4/10
40
3/10
30
4/10
40
4/10
40
4/10
40
39

the search hits was measured by precision at 10 (P@10),
which is the fraction of relevant hits among the top 10 (or
fewer, when fewer than 10 hits were returned). The results
of the first experiment are presented in Table 6 and the

results of the second one in Table 7. The keywords (and
genre) are in the first column. In the second column, the
first number represents the number of relevant hits among
the top 10 and the second number the total number of hits
(capped at 10).
On average, P@10 is 39% when using only keywords.
The combination of keywords and genres resulted in the
Table 7. Results of querying using keywords and genres
NUM. OF
RELEVANT /

NUM. OF

P@10

RETRIEVED

madonna lyrics + poetry
erotic story + prose fiction
hurricane + informative
orlando bloom news + journalistic
joke + entertainment
tech blog + blog
sex shop + shopping
horoscope + entertainment
fanfiction + prose fiction
game faq + faq
kids entertainment + childrens’
poem + poetry
terms and conditions of use +
official
file not found + error message
online forum + community
health research + scientific
software download + content
delivery
porn + adult
AVERAGE

1/1
1/1
2/2
2/2
2/4
1/2
1/1
1/3
2/2
1/2
2/2
6/7

100
100
100
100
50
50
100
34
100
50
100
86

3/3

100

1/2
3/3
3/4

50
100
75

4/4

100

7/10

70
81

average P@10 of 81%, more than twice as much as without
genres. It must be noted that the total number of hits when
genres were specified was much lower, which can be
explained by the low recall of the genre classifier.
However, as mentioned before, this often does not matter
to search engine users; when a user has a very specific
query and the total number of relevant hits is consequently
low, a search engine could automatically ignore the genre.

7. CONCLUSION
Classification of web pages by genre is a feature yet to be
exploited by search engines. The main reason is probably
that current genre classifiers are not entirely up to the task.
However, experiments presented in this paper show that it
is possible to more than double the precision of a search
engine by specifying genres besides keywords, despite the
not entirely satisfactory performance of the genre classifier
itself. This leads us to believe that genre classification
could already be beneficial to search engine users. To
verify this claim, we plan to experiment on the open
Internet to determine if genres improve the precision of
web page retrieval there as well. In addition, we intend to

examine the computational expenses incurred by various
steps of feature extraction, since this is a potential
bottleneck in large-scale applications.
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